ASAP:
Making an Impact
for Little League
A Safety Awareness Program
of Little League Baseball and Softball
®

Why ASAP?

The ASAP Mission:
To increase awareness of the
opportunities to provide a safer
environment for kids and all Little
League participants

ASAP – Sharing Ideas

Why We Care:
• Reducing avoidable injuries like
this player hit by a bat in the dugout

Common Baseball Injuries
• Include mild soft tissue injuries, such as muscle pulls
(strains), ligament injuries (sprains), cuts, and
contusions (bruises).
• Although baseball is a non-contact sport, most
serious injuries are due to contact — either with a
ball, bat, or another player.
• The repetitive nature of the sport can also cause
overuse injuries to the shoulder and elbow.

QALL ASAP Plan

Creating a Safety Culture at QALL
– Training
– Prevention
– Awareness
– Communication
– Reporting

Training
• Still key to the majority of injury reductions
• QALL would like to set up first aid training if there
was interest
• Offer specific clinics for age-appropriate training
• Empower coaches, communication with team and
parents

• Teaching safety at practices and games

Prevention
Prevention
• Flexibility is key for preventing injuries. All
it takes is a warm-up before a game, plus
five minutes of stretches, to keep muscles
and joints limber, supple, and resilient.

Read more on FamilyEducation:
http://life.familyeducation.com/woundsand-injuries/firstaid/48319.html#ixzz2Lad3ER5F

Prevention
• Pitch Counts
– League rules
– Numbers change as age
increases

• Safety Gear/Equipment
• Breakaway bases

Prevention-Equipment/Safety Gear
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cups
helmets
Under-Armor padded shirts
sliding pants
batting gloves
shin and foot guards
mouthguards
face shields
other

• .

Awareness
• Consciousness
–
–
–
–

Alertness
Wakefulness
Responsiveness
Attentiveness

• Knowledge
–
–
–
–
–
–

Understanding
Grasp
Appreciation
Familiarity
Recognition
Perception

Communication
• Use practice and games to make
points on safety – use specific
examples
• Communicate with parents
• Ask league questions
• Share your knowledge
• Communicate, communicate,
communicate

Reporting
• The issue of bat safety returned to the
forefront Wednesday (Aug 2012) after a state
judge awarded Domalewski’s family a $14.5
million settlement against the maker of the
Louisville Slugger bat and organizers of youth
baseball. It comes at a time when leagues
and organizations nationwide appear to be
more conscious of safety than ever before.

Reporting (minor and major
incidents)
 Incident/Injury Tracking Report –
Appendix D in ASAP Plan
 Notify Dave Peterson or Chris Houck

 Why report?
• Policy
• Helps track H&S metrics
• Builds QALL reputation

Reporting (major incidents)
 AccidentClaimForm.pdf
•

This form must be completed by parents (if claimant is under 19 years of age)
and a league official and forwarded to Little League Headquarters within 20 days
after the accident.

 Notify Dave Peterson or Chris Houck

 Why report?
• Policy
• Little League administers the claims

Most Common Injuries
Sprains, muscle pulls, broken bones, and concussions are the most common injuries. Specifically, you
should be prepared for the following injuries:
Pitcher's elbow. Baseball is a game with a lot of throwing action that puts pressure on the upper
body. This condition, an inflammation of the bony joint of the elbow, occurs with repeated hardslamming throws.
Leg sprains and breaks. Baseball doesn't just involve the top part of an athlete's body. Every time a
person throws a ball, the lower extremities get into the act. And don't forget those “sliding into base”
moves.
Shoulder pull. Another injury of the upper body, shoulder pulls occur from catching high balls, from
throwing a ball to base with all you're worth or from hitting so hard with a bat, it cracks.
Concussion. Even softballs can pack a wallop when they're thrown at top strength. Unfortunately,
baseball players don't wear headgear (caps don't count), and sometimes baseballs land where they
shouldn't …on vulnerable heads.
Cracked teeth. Baseball players don't wear mouthguards either, and the ball that misses the top of
the head can get the teeth.
Broken jaw. The jaw, too, is exposed to flying baseballs during a game. A ball might hit a child on the
outside of the jaw or face forward. Even a mouthguard can't protect against that.
Black eye. By now, you know the culprit, a hard thrown ball. But, sometimes, a baseball bat can be
the culprit. Maybe an enthusiastic hitter, running off to first, throws his bat—and, unfortunately, it lands
on your child, who just happens to be sitting in the bleachers or waiting for his turn at bat.
Heat Prostration. When an inning lasts forever in the hot sun, the pitcher can begin to look like
Gatorade.
Foot Injury. Sneakers are not always the best shoe to protect toes from getting stubbed or broken.
Making a run to a base or getting hit in the foot from a bat or a ball is all it takes.
Back Injury. Picking up foul balls, bending to catch a low-flying ball, jumping at an angle to get a
curving ball—all of these cause back injury.

HOW CAN BASEBALL OVERUSE
INJURIES BE PREVENTED?
Warm up properly by stretching, running, and easy, gradual throwing
Rotate positions
Adhere to pitch count guidelines, such as those established by Little
League Baseball (See tables)
Don't pitch with elbow or shoulder pain
Don't play year-round
Never use a radar gun
Communicate regularly about how your arm is feeling
Develop skills that are age appropriate
Emphasize control, accuracy, and good mechanics
Master the fastball first
Speak with a sports medicine professional or athletic trainer if you
have any concerns about baseball injuries or baseball injury prevention
strategies

Source: From work by James R. Andrews, MD, and Glenn S. Fleisig,
PhD

First Aid
• Call 911 for major issues
• First aid. Recognize and treat the most common
injuries such as facial cuts, bruises, strains, and
sprains, concussions
• Emergency situations Have a plan to reach medical
personnel for help with more significant injuries like
concussions, breathing problems like wheezing, heat
illness, fractures and dislocations.
• Know the route to the hospital/clinic (include in
ASAP)
• Follow the rules. Know the rules and encourage safe
and appropriate play - prevention

First Aid - Concussions

First Aid - Concussion
SYMPTOMS:
• HEADACHE
• NAUSEA OR DIZZINESS
• DIFFICULTY CONCENTRATING/REMEMBERING,
OR INVOLVE MOOD DISRUPTION
• INITIAL TREATMENT FOR A CONCUSSION IS
REST, BOTH MENTAL AND PHYSICAL, WHICH
ALLOWS THE BRAIN TIME TO HEAL

First Aid – cuts, punctures

First Aid – cuts, punctures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stop the bleeding
Clean the wound
Apply an antibiotic
Cover the wound
Change the dressing
Get stitches for deep wounds
Watch for signs of infection
Get a tetanus shot

First Aid – Sprains

First Aid – Sprains
• Rest
• Ice -Try to ice the area as soon as possible after the injury and continue to
ice it for 15 to 20 minutes, four to eight times a day, for the first 48 hours

• Compress
• Elevate

•

•

Your ligaments are tough, elastic-like bands that connect bone to bone and
hold your joints in place. A sprain is an injury to a ligament caused by tearing
of the fibers of the ligament. The ligament can have a partial tear, or it can be
completely torn apart.
Of all sprains, ankle and knee sprains occur most often. Sprained ligaments
swell rapidly and are painful. Generally, the greater the pain and swelling, the
more severe the injury is. For most minor sprains, you probably can treat the
injury yourself.

